Communication and sharing

People and profiles

On the People application screen, your social groups, profiles, and contacts are linked together and integrated for easy accessibility.

Your contact information/profile is stored in a new Me tab to the top of the People application screen, allowing easier sharing with apps and people.

Rich and versatile camera capabilities

The Camera app includes many new features that let you capture special moments with great photos and videos.

When taking pictures, continuous focus, zero shutter lag exposure, and decreased shot-to-shot speed help capture clear, precise images. Stabilized image zoom lets you compose photos and video in the way you want, including while video is recording. For new flexibility and convenience while shooting video, you can now take snapshots at full video resolution just by tapping the screen as video continues to record.

After taking a picture or video, you can quickly share it by email, text message, bluetooth, social networks, and more, just by tapping the thumbnail in the camera controls.

Capture the picture you want, edit, and share instantly.

Besides the above mentioned new features, you can also enjoy more new features with your ONE TOUCH 995 Ice Cream Sandwich (Android 4.0), like:

- Resizable widgets
- Powerful voice input engine
- Enhanced accessibility
- Unified calendar, visual voicemail
- Improved Gallery app with photo editor
- Powerful web browsing
- etc.

Leaflet for ONE TOUCH 995 Ice Cream Sandwich (Android 4.0)

The leaflet describes some of the new features and upgrades of ONE TOUCH 995 Ice Cream Sandwich (Android 4.0).

Depending on the software release of your phone, your local market and/or network operator, there may be certain differences between the leaflet description and the phone's operation.
ONE TOUCH 995 Ice Cream Sandwich incorporates the latest version of the Android platform. It brings together the things people love most, like easy multitasking, rich notifications, customizable home screens, deep interactivity, new ways of communicating and sharing, etc.

**Refined, evolved UI**
Focused on bringing out the power of the Android platform, it makes common actions more visible and lets you navigate with simple, intuitive gestures.

**Easy multitasking**
The multitasking feature, a key strength of Android platforms, is made even easier and more visual on ONE TOUCH 995 Ice Cream Sandwich (Android 4.0). Press and hold the Home key and the recent app list will pop up to show thumbnail images of apps used recently---touching a thumbnail switches to the application.

**Rich and interactive notifications**
It lets you keep in touch with incoming messages, play music tracks, see real-time updates from apps, and much more.

**Customizable home screen**
New home screen folders offer a new way for you to group their apps and shortcuts logically, just by dragging one onto another. On the Applications screen, you can now simply drag an app to get information about it, immediately uninstall it, or disable a pre-installed app.

**New lock screen actions and unlock method**
Different from the previous unlocking method, to unlock your ONE TOUCH 995 Ice Cream Sandwich, slide to the left or right on the home screen. The lock screens now let you do more without unlocking. From the slide lock screen, you can directly pull down the notifications window to check for messages. When listening to music, you can even manage music tracks and see album art.

**Improved text input and spell-checking**
The soft keyboard in ONE TOUCH 995 Ice Cream Sandwich (Android 4.0) makes text input even faster and more accurate. Error correction and word suggestion are improved through a new set of default dictionaries and more accurate heuristics for handling cases such as double-typed characters, skipped letters, and omitted spaces.

**Control over network data**
On the Settings>Data usage screen, colorful charts show the total data usage on each network type (mobile or Wi-Fi), as well as amount of data used by each running application. Based on their data plans, you can optionally set warning levels or hard limits on data usage or disable mobile data altogether. You can also manage the background data used by individual applications as needed.